We are looking for a

Senior Mobile Application Developer
The 360 Code Lab will be part of the Austrian based 360 Lab (360-lab.com), which develops innovative products and services and
optimizes existing business models for their market conformity. Due to the increasing need for software development within the
myWorld ecosystem, an offshore development center will be opened in the heart of Warsaw in 2019 – the 360 Code Lab. The aim
of the 360 Code Lab is to develop state of the art technologies and to make ideas become reality. True to the motto: “Be different
in order to generate great results”, dedicated technology enthusiasts, lateral thinkers and code poets will work together to master
even the most complex technical challenges. In short, the 360 Code Lab will be a place where motivated developers will be
working on cutting edge projects in a super modern office in the Warsaw Spire Tower.

Main Activities

Technical Requirements

• Delivery of quality software written in Flutter
• Participating as part of a distributed agile (Kanban,
kanplan or scrum) team

• Background in commercial Flutter development
• Working knowledge of certificates and CAs, encryption
• Technically strong OOP (one or more of kotlin, swift, java,
objective C)
• Able to articulate the benefits of writing code according
to SOLID principles (and others)
• An advocate for patterns such as MVC, BLOC, repository
(for example)
• Understands principles of Agile estimation
• A pragmatic attitude to delivery, able to balance deadlines with technical requirements and scope

Skill Requirements
• Skills across multiple software development platforms and
tools. Specifically, Android and/or iOS development
• Experience building cross-platform apps using Flutter
• Experience with APIs, and building and maintaining Dart
SDKs
• Advanced user of git
• Experience writing unit tests
• Background in messaging apps highly desirable
• Experience collaborating with product and design thinkers, turning supplied designs into code
• Understanding of system design, performance, scalability
data structures and algorithms
• Familiar with automation (CI/CD) tools and processes
• Able to communicate (verbally and in writing) fluently, in
English

Benefits

Monthly
team-dinner

Flexible
working hours

Free breakfast
service

Monthly Mario
Kart challenge

Free
in-house gym

Opportunity to
travel abroad

Software development projects for
global markets

Involvement in
whole development cycle

English lessons

Private
healthcare

Young, talented
and motivated
team

Internal and
external
trainings

360codelab.com

We are burning to break new ground, break traditional
thinking patterns and implement creative solutions. We are
looking for people who want to shape our company and
make a difference, and for whom a responsible, respectful
togetherness is a matter of course. If you can identify with
that, you're well on the way to starting a long-term career
with a successful, internationally expanding company. Send
your application and CV to: office@360codelab.com or use
the apply button below.

Apply now

360 Code Lab Sp. z o.o.

—

Warsaw Spire 7th Floor, Plac Europejski 1, 00-844 Warszawa, Poland

making ideas become reality.

